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3rd party transformers masterpiece

Follow all unofficial and unlicensed products compatible with Transformers. Includes updates on FansProject, Fans Toys, MakeToys, weapons enhancement kits, add-on armor, and even all the original characters that made scratches. Third-party company Newage Toys, through their Facebook account, have revealed a new installment in their Legends scale
line: H23B Haraldr.This is a highly intelligent and redeco remold from Newage H23 Darious (G1 Galvatron) as the evil G1 Marvel Comics Straxxus. This mold has a new head, chest and some other remold plus a very nice metallic deco. We still don't have any concrete information about the price or release date, but stay tuned to TFW2005 for further updates.
Click on the bar to see a mirror image on this news post and then join the ongoing discussion on board 21005! Newage Toys has been pretty active today. Through their Facebook account they have revealed three new variants of their Darius (Legends Scale G1 Galvatron) figure. We have a very original color variant for your Legends scale display: H23EX
Darius – Metallic deco. It will include 3 pairs of hands, 3 faces and a planetary shell to recreat the grand galvatron shape seen in The Headmasters G1 Japanese cartoon. H23M Darius – Color G1 toy. It will include 4 pairs of hands, 3 faces, pistol, Matrix &amp;amp; Chain. H23T Darius - Clear plastic. It will include 4 pairs of hands, 3 faces, pistol, Matrix
&amp;amp; chains in clear plastic. Click on the bar to see all the mirror images in this news post and then let us know your impressions on board 2005! Third Party company Newage Toys has revealed, through their Facebook accounts, pictures of Harry's H3T (clear version) and their upcoming H3EX Harry (G1 Toy Deco). This is a special release of
Newage's Legends G1 scale Prowl printout. Harry's H3T is a clear version straight out of the original print, and Harry's H3EX features a new G1 toy-inspired feed. Two variants are great for your Legend class collection. Check all the mirror images after the break and then read on the Board 2005! Mech Fans Toys, via their Weibo account, have revealed a
color prototype of their next Legends-scale Headmaster print: Head Warrior V-05 Crocodile.It's another great entry into the competitive Legends scale market. We have an excellent G1 Skullcruncher rendation with a nice cartoon-accurate design with a good amount of articulation in both modes, and with a changeable Principal unit. While small, this figure is
sure to feature two fun alternatives to combine blaster chest pieces and alternatives (cartoon or toy accurate). We still don't have any concrete information about the price or release date, but stay tuned to TFW2005 for further updates! See all the mirror images in this news post and then read on board 2005! Weibo user 玩具⼈⼩⽊, we have a color prototype
image of the Toyworld TW-FS02 Hot Break (WWII Hot Rod). These figures, planned to scale the Studio Series, were inspired by the World War II Transformers seen in The Last Knight. Image reveals very nice good Hot Rod in both modes, packed with not only weapons but some nice mini furniture for the original look. This number would be a great
companion for the Toyworld TWFS-03 Green Hornet (WWII Bumblebee). We still don't have any concrete information about the price or release date, but stay tuned to TFW2005 for further updates! Click on the bar to see the mirror gallery on this news post and then vote it off on board 2005! Through a post on the TF Upgrader Network, we saw a prototype
color prototype of the X-Transbots MX-11 Locke color (Masterpiece Scale G1 Kup). This is an impressive cartoon-accurate take on the old autobot-timer warrior. New images reveal a nice alt mode with a very posed robot mode. All packed with a nice set of accessories: Targetmasters partners, laser guns, Sharkticon tail whips, and 4 interchangeable faces
(one with Cy-gar). A very good alternative to your G1 Masterpiece collection. Click on the bar to see the mirror gallery and then join the ongoing discussion on the Board 2005! Via Hobby Fans Facebook we can share for you the latest prototype images of their MB-17 Megatron Fleet Prototype for your viewing pleasure. This is Fans Hobby's second
appearance on the Armada character after their impressive MB-15 Navy Commander (Armada Optimus Prime). Hobby fans brought us the Decepticon Leader of the Armada series with its original modern design. This is a new prototype that was updated compared to the first teaser we saw back in May. The new prints show some updates and give us a clear
look at both modes next to the mb-15 Navy Commander core (Full color version with updated color chest piece core robot and Super mode). A very promising project indeed. Click on the bar to see the mirror image and then sound off on board 2005! Third Party Iron Factory updated their Weibo with some colorful images from their upcoming release ex-42 Z
Absolute Zero.Absolute Zero homage RID Cryotek, redeco blue Transmetal 2 Megatronm, using heat scale prints of Death Legends EX-42 Iron Factory. This figure will be released at the 12th Annual Meeting of the SGC Shangai Convention (online, December 19) and will only be limited to 1500 units. Click on the bar to see the mirror image on this news post
and then sound off on board 2005! Third-party company Shockwave Lab has revealed, via their Weibo account, the next accessory image/upgrade kit: SL-95 A/B/C War For Accessories &amp; Cybertron's weapon. These are items designed after what we saw in the War For Cybertron cartoons, all compatible with Siege and Earthrise characters. We have an
AllSpark, grenades and rifles. A nice little extra detail for your War For Cybertron collection and look. still don't have any concrete information about the price or release date, but Shockwave Lab products don't take much time to be available online once they show their sample images. Click on the bar to see a mirror image on this news post. Let us know your
impressions on Board 2005! Through Through users 玩具⼈⼩⽊, we have a color prototype image of the next installment in the World War II series Toyworld: TWFS-03C The Last Knight WWII Cliffjumper.This figure, planned to scale the Studio Series, was inspired by the World War II Transformers seen in The Last Knight. This excellent retool and redeco
from TWFS-03 The Last Knight WWII Bumblebee, is now packed with a number of accessories and additional parts including cannons, war helmets and even medieval helmets, spears and shields. We still don't have any concrete information about the price or release date, but stay tuned to TFW2005 for further updates! Click on the bar to see the mirror
gallery on this news post and then vote it off on board 2005! What are third-party Transformers? The answer to that one is easy and complex at the same time. The easy explanation is that they changed the robot figure created by companies other than Hasbro or Takara. The complex part is that, while these numbers often look like certain characters, they
never share their names. Why? Because these companies do not have the right to create figures that use the names of the characters that inspire them. Not to cover it up, it's IP theft. But Hasbro and Takara have largely left the company alone (unless they are too close to the official product, as seen recently with the removal of giant figure Unicron KO from
Zeta Toys). Part of the reason for that is because these numbers are often unclear characters without official representation in the current toyline. There are many things to love about third-party Transformers. The design is very complex and the transformation is challenging, but the price that collectors pay under the guise of astronomy. They can complement
the current toy line (such as Masterpiece) or attack themselves to create numbers for concepts that have never been brought to market. If you're looking for something unique to add to your collection, you'll find a treasure trove of unique characters at resellers (like BBTS). Here are five of my favorites. 5. Mastermind Creations Reformat R-34 Cylindrus Based
on IDW character art (Image: BBTS) Even in the IDW comic universe in which it was created, Roller has a complex history. He appears to have died but was completely saved by the Transformers version of death, taken to a distant future, placed in a coma, and hidden as a human being before he sacrificed himself again. He was also important enough to
Optimus Prime that he named his drone after his missing partner. This figure by Mastermind Creations captures the character perfectly. Looking like he stepped off the pages of a comic book, the figure has incredible articulation and detail. The alt mode, which we see only briefly in comics, is also well executed, cues from the character model without pulling
into the rectangular design on the wheel. Now that making toys from IDW models has run out of fashion, former box-sipping juice partner Orion Pax will likely never see an official release (no, takara grand galvatron galvatron combined Doesn't count, not even). That's why I'm glad that Mastermind Creations stepped in to fill the void. 4. Master Builder MB-16
Lightning Eagle Based on the design of the G2 (Image: BBTS) Lightning Eagle is a great example of a figure that hasbro or Takara should make again but probably won't (at least not for a while). Although we currently get late 80s numbers in War for Cybertron: Earthrise (characters like Ironworks and other Micromaster bases and characters), we still haven't
ended up in the top 90s of all Transformers: G2. Largely made up of so-ugly-their-nostalgia-captivating repaints, there is one last wave of top original characters in Europe. Among them is the leader of Turbomaster Thunder Clash. Master Builder M-16 Lightning Eagle by Fans Hobby recreas the classic figure in modern fashion. This number is on a large scale
with your Masterpiece collection and looks like stepping off the IDW comic page (where most people rediscover characters). Gold, white, teal and pink color schemes don't have the right to work as they do, but are visually stunning and instantly stand out in a sea of dry-coloured figures. The trailer is converted into a gunnery station, which is a nice touch. It is
even compatible with The God Armour figure of Hobby Fans (because it is based on their Power Baser/Optimus Prime). For color schemes only, it's a good idea to add them to your collection. 3. Warbotron WB03 Combiner Box Set Based on G1/Combiner Wars design (Image: BBTS) Warbotron combiner set is a fantastic choice for anyone who misses the
official Computron set in Combiner Wars. Made up of five futuristic vehicles - three land-based and two air-based - this technobot pretender (but, you know, not the Pretender) sports an integrated color scheme and draws closely to the original design. To that name, their alt mode is drill tanks, sports cars, armored bicycles, weapons jets, and... Bigger gun jets?
It doesn't matter what the alt mode is; s enough to say they are instantly recognizable as the modern version of the G1 toys we like. The combined mode is huge and will perfectly suit other Combiner Wars teams. Based on the design of G1/Combiner Wars (Image: BBTS) By some accounts, combining the numbers can be a little tricky, with tolerance in the
foot pegs in particular requiring too much force. Hopefully, it will be addressed with a box set when it is released later this year (it was scheduled for Q1 but has been delayed for obvious reasons). At $149 in BBTS, 72% full of MSRP, you're going to have to come up with a monumental reason not to preorder this set right away. 2. Saurus Ryu-Oh Beastructor
Combiner Set Based on Monstructor (Image: BBTS) I absolutely adore this set for modernizing and rearranging one G1 combiner that Hasbro has completely abandoned: Monstructor. Tragically used Modern canon, Monstructor is a combined form of Monster Pretenders, six tiny Transformers that match with Monster shells. Their combined G1 form is hardly
the size of a normal number, which makes it all the more ironic that it should essentially be the biggest and darkest terror Transformers has ever known (apart from Unicron). Saurus Ryu-Oh Beastructor Combiner fixes it by giving six Monster Pretenders the right modern tools and updated shapes. Individual bot modes are well done and much more convincing
than anything we get at G1. Alt mode is... Well, they were there, but they really didn't do much for me. To be fair, the G1 alt mode is the weakest part of the team as well, relying on shells to convey convincing monster mode. Fansproject did create a dinosaur-themed shell for the original version of this combiner (as in G1, the set was recolored to Dinoking) but
did not do so for the Beastructor version. But it's all forgivable when you look at the combined form. Standing almost as tall as a modern combiner (I appreciate that beastructor is still only a little shorter), it is clear that Monstructor was the inspiration for this set. The modern version of this forgotten combiner is very detailed and articulated, with a color scheme
that only the G1-purist can love. However, the set is not cheap. At $359, this is the most expensive number on this list. 1. STC-01A S.T.Commander (Jungle Ver.) Vehicle mode (there is a backless version, but why bother?) (Picture: Anthony Karcz) One of the things I love and hate simultaneously about third-party manufacturers is that they can do things that
traditional toy companies can't. When Don Figueroa's stunning G.I. Joe/Transformers crossover concept was rejected by Hasbro (not once, but, incomprehensible, several times), I assumed there was no way we'd ever see Rolling Thunder Prime in plastic. Insert the TFC Toy. They took Figueroa's concept and made it a reality (unfortunately, without creating
Don at all). The result is a remarkable lost figure that is the biggest mashup an '80s nostalgic nut can want. Alt mode, missiles deployed (Image: Anthony Karcz) Alt mode S.T.Commander feathers with weaponry. In addition to the two ballistic nukes (remind me again why Joe travels with an ICBM?), there are a myriad of diecast weapons and missile pods.
Hidden in the middle of the vehicle is a bay for autonomous drones that can carry a figure-mode bot gun. This mode also features genuine rubber tires. The transformation, like most third-party figures, is slow. The standard transformation tricks you're used to from Hasbro and Takara aren't there. It takes time to study the new panel and joint systems, and
there will be times when you hold your breath, confident that you will bend something wrong and end up with a pile of (very expensive) parts. But once you work S.T.Commander's transformation several times, it's starting to make sense. Standard bot mode and gunnery station (Image: Anthony Karcz) S.T.Commander's normal bot mode is from Optimus Prime
but on camo. You can take an additional alt mode part and turn it into a gunnery station. However, the real attraction here is to use all the parts to power the main bot, turning it into a huge armored threat. Powered! (Picture: Anthony Karcz) Standing taller than any Prime in my collection, the fully combined bot mode of S.T.Commander is an awesome jump up
and down. With a giant missile over each shoulder, his rifle is perfectly held by individual articulation fingers, and with more weapons than you can count attached to his armor, you'd expect TFC Toys would create the Megatron/Destro Dominator concept that Don also envisioned for this line - just so that commander S.T would have someone to deal with.
Commander S.T. at My Three Primes (Image: Anthony Karcz) My only wish with S.T.Commander was that it be officially licensed so that Don could get credit for his outstanding design. This figure is everything I could hope for. It's impressive, heavy (literally, checking the weight limit of your shelves), and so perfect, you'll pine for a universe where this is part
of the G.I. Joe/Transformers line of crossover figures. Bonus: BL-01 X-Frank Based on the art of the character G1 (Image: Blue Lobster) Non-transformation, because, frankly, how can it be? But it remains admirable because it recreas one of the more bizarre moments of the original G1 cartoon: Autobot Spike. In that episode, Sparkplug Witwicky, Spike's
father, creates mindless Transformers from the parts he finds around Wheeljack's lab. He activated it with predictable catastrophic results. Things get worse when they move the thoughts of injured teen Spike into an amalgam. I'm not going to say that. Because G1.) This number captures that Frankenstein monster from the bot in all its glory. Clocked at nearly
8 inches, its bent shape perfectly matches your Masterpiece collection and consists of a Prowl forehead emblem and right chest/front bumper; Bluestreak's left door; Sunstreaker's left shoulder; Missile launcher mounted on the shoulder of the Hound and fenders /right shoulder; Trailbreaker arm cannon, left chest, and left thigh; Optimus Prime's left wrist and
right leg; Jazz photon rifle, mounted on his right arm; And the back of Jazz's left leg and his crotch. It's a strange figure and a perfect example of what's perfect for a third-party company - providing an unclear character that Hasbro would never have made. The BL-01 X-Frank is the first figure from third-party manufacturer Blue Lobster. It's only $45 at BBTS.
You might as well like... Like...
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